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Data security and privacy protection are critical challenges that constrain the advancement of edge computing. Similarly, blockchain
technology faces constraints in addressing security issues linked with edge computing due to its scalability limitations. To tackle these
challenges and promote the development of blockchain technology, this paper presents a scheme that enhances privacy data
protection in blockchain smart contracts using edge computing and a master-slave multichain architecture. Firstly, we propose a
master-slave multichain architecture based on the traditional single chain and integrate it with a three-layer edge computing
structure to address security issues on the edge side. We also design a signature authentication scheme utilizing ECC integrated
with blockchain encryption technology. Secondly, we incorporate the role-based access control (RBAC) model with smart
contracts to finely divide user privileges, construct an interdomain role-based access control (ID-RBAC) model, and provide
detailed access authentication process designs for both within and between domains. Finally, experimental results demonstrate that
our proposed scheme can effectively resist various attacks, significantly improve algorithm efficiency, and maintain a system
overhead of less than 160 p, with a maximum transaction throughput of nearly 310 tx/s.

1. Introduction

As the use of blockchain technology continues to grow, its
security faces constant challenges, requiring ongoing evolu-
tion of its underlying technology. Literature [1] introduces
a method for privacy protection in blockchain. In literature
[2], an analysis and comparison of three types of blockchain
privacy protection technologies are presented. With the
increasing amount of data stored in blockchain systems, it
becomes crucial to address issues such as data query effi-
ciency, as well as data security and reliability. This paper
focuses on analyzing data security from the perspective of
data management security. In literature [3], the issue of data
storage is raised as blockchain systems evolve to handle spe-
cific business data. The paper categorizes blockchain data
into identity data and data privacy, aiming to analyze associ-
ated security concerns. From the standpoint of blockchain
credibility, literature [4] examines the credibility of the
blockchain network. Smart contract technology, which acts
as the interface between the current blockchain system and

business operations, is susceptible to vulnerabilities. The
data management model in blockchain systems exhibits
flaws, resulting in challenges for application development
and a high degree of coupling between the system and appli-
cations. Blockchain data security sharing refers to the pro-
cess by which different nodes on the blockchain read and
utilize data shared by other nodes to protect node identity
privacy and prevent data leakage. In literature [5], block-
chain query technology is analyzed from two perspectives:
general query processing and trusted query processing.
Due to the use of data redundancy in blockchain systems
to ensure data integrity, all nodes in the blockchain network
must store backups of all the data. However, as time passes,
the high redundancy of data on the blockchain system places
a significant memory burden on each node. When the data
to be stored in the blockchain network exceeds the storage
capacity of most nodes, it not only reduces the difficulty
for malicious nodes to carry out malicious activities but also
compromises reliability, potentially leading to security issues
within the blockchain system.
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Due to the significantly higher cost of on-chain storage
in blockchain systems compared to general databases, efforts
are being made to reduce data redundancy by adopting a
combination of on-chain and off-chain storage approaches.
As the blockchain system evolves, data storage can be cate-
gorized into on-chain storage and on-chain collaborative
storage. On-chain storage refers to the storage of data
directly on the blockchain, where all nodes within the net-
work are required to store the complete data. On the other
hand, on-chain collaborative storage involves the blockchain
system storing only the metadata of data uploaded by users,
while the complete data is stored in selected nodes. This
paper examines the challenges associated with on-chain
storage and on-chain collaborative storage and presents sev-
eral solutions to address these issues. The aim is to optimize
data storage efficiency while ensuring the integrity and secu-
rity of the blockchain system.

In the study of smart contracts, it has been observed in
literature [6] that there is a high rate of code repetition. To
address this issue, a method of contract updating with differ-
entiated code was proposed. Additionally, a loosely coupled
smart contract model, as suggested in literature [7], tackles
the challenges associated with costly upgrades and develop-
ment of certain contracts, as well as redundant code storage.
Literature [8] introduces an adaptive smart contract
algorithm. Regarding the security of blockchain data during
network transmission, literature [9] focuses on ensuring
security by imposing restrictions on network node access
through a certificate authority (CA). Another area of
research involves encrypting and obfuscating data to prevent
nonowners from accessing the true value of the data, even if it
is made public. Several methods such as ring signature, homo-
morphic encryption, and sequentially preserving encryption
are employed for data encryption on the blockchain. For
example, Blindcoin utilizes a coin-based mechanism for trans-
action privacy protection [10], Monroe Coin employs ring
signatures for encrypted data protection [10], and Zcash
employs zero-knowledge proof for encrypted data protection
[11]. BlockOPE is a data protection method that employs
sequence-protected encryption [12].

The Internet of Things refers to a large network that
combines various sensing devices with networks. At pres-
ent, the growth rate of the network data has far exceeded
the load limit of the network bandwidth of the centralized
processing mode and has been unable to meet the multidi-
mensional, real-time service requests of IoT. Edge comput-
ing has emerged as a novel computing paradigm [13],
offering an advantageous environment for real-time com-
munication, collaboration, and storage among diverse IoT
devices. In this context, the edge nodes that offer services
are geographically distributed, diverse, and operated in an
uncertain environment. Consequently, these edge nodes
are exposed to potential security risks when connected to
malicious nodes. Such malicious nodes can bypass the
security authentication mechanism and launch attacks on
other edge devices, thereby compromising user privacy. In
order to promote the development of edge computing in
IoT applications, it is urgent to solve the problem of secure
access to its data.

Blockchain, as an emerging information processing tech-
nology, possesses inherent strengths in security and access
control [14]. The white paper on blockchain edge computing
technology highlights the mutually beneficial and synergistic
relationship between edge computing and blockchain tech-
nology. However, it is worth noting that blockchain 1.0
and blockchain 2.0 have compromised scalability in their
pursuit of decentralization [15]. Furthermore, as the trading
volume continues to increase, the overall performance of the
system becomes increasingly limited by the maximum
capacity of individual nodes, resulting in a developmental
bottleneck [16]. In addition, the security of blockchain net-
work is guaranteed based on the fact that each node stores
all transactions on the chain for verification, so it needs high
scalability to support its high security. These problems pre-
vent it from playing a maximum role in the security of edge
computing, which does not conform to the service purpose
of large bandwidth and low delay of edge computing.

In light of the blockchain performance bottleneck, some
scholars have proposed on-chain and off-chain capacity
expansion schemes. However, there is a mutual restriction
relationship between security and performance when applying
capacity expansion schemes [17], especially in cross-chain
interaction. Therefore, in deploying an edge computing net-
work architecture based on capacity expansion, security inter-
action between edge trust domains constituted by blockchain
should be considered.

Furthermore, there are difficulties in identity authentica-
tion, access control, and privacy protection in the process of
secure interzone device interaction [18]. Currently, the exist-
ing approach to building interdomain trust involves setting
up a central authority within the domain to manage and
authenticate identities. However, due to the centralized
authentication mode, mutual identity verification cannot
be carried out between node devices, leading to a lack of
cross-domain identity trust. As a result, IoT devices in differ-
ent trust domains are unable to easily access each other, and
data cannot be shared securely [19].

To address these challenges of data security and cross-
domain authentication in the edge computing and block-
chain network architecture, this paper proposes a highly
scalable distributed trusted authentication model that sup-
ports cross-domain access control. We design a master-
slave multichain structure and integrate edge computing to
achieve this goal. The main contributions of this paper
include the following:

(1) To address the scalability bottleneck of blockchain,
we designed a scalable master-slave multichain
structure using off-chain expansion methods. A large
number of cross-domain operations were transferred
to the main chain, reducing the transaction burden
on the slave chains. The slave chains can provide
data availability proof without submitting all trans-
action data to the main chain

(2) Based on the implementation ideas of on-chain
expansion schemes, we integrated the master-slave
multichain structure into edge computing and
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deployed a three-tier architecture. We designed a
secure access process for edge nodes based on elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC). By endowing trust to the
edge through the master-slave chain, we improved
the security and computational effectiveness of the
network architecture

(3) We proposed an interdomain role-based access con-
trol (ID-RBAC) model based on role-based access
control (RBAC) and designed fine-grained access
control policies combining smart contracts and role
permissions

(4) Based on the ID-RBAC model, we designed intrado-
main and interdomain access control mechanisms,
including specific identity authentication processes
and cross-domain data management methods

This paper is divided into five main sections: the Intro-
duction, the State of the Art, the Methodology, the Result
Analysis and Discussion, and the Conclusion.

2. State of the Art

2.1. Master-Slave Multichain Design. In order to break the
bottleneck of traditional single-chain performance, a
master-slave multichain structure is designed, as shown in
Figure 1 (Node0 is the communication node, and the rest
are ordinary nodes). The master-slave multichain structure
includes one main chain (MC) and several slave chains
(SC). As a trusted platform within the domain, SC manages
the access operations within the domain and defines common
nodes and communication nodes. Common nodes are respon-
sible for data storage, and communication nodes are the hubs
of network interaction connected to the MC. MC is a bridge
between chain interactions, used to resolve cross-chain
requests, to achieve trusted identity authentication.

MC defines communication node and cache node. Com-
munication node interacts with SC network to realize inter-
connection and interworking between chains. Cache node
caches cross-domain data through CouchDB status data-
base. Communication nodes constitute the index of MC
and SC and connect multiple SC to form an infinitely
extended master-slave multichain, which has good flexibility
and expansibility. As a certificate management server, mem-
bership service provider (MSP) participates in the mainte-
nance of the local blockchain ledger and conducts identity
verification and certificate issuance for nodes that join the
blockchain. The advantage of the master-slave chain struc-
ture is its strong scalability. The slave chain can be dynami-
cally extended, so that the performance of the whole system
is not limited to a certain chain, and its scalability bottleneck
is broken. The main chain, as a trusted authentication plat-
form, keeps the hash time lock of its transactions and main-
tains the atomicity of interchain transactions.

2.2. Distributed Security Architecture Based on Master-Slave
Multichain. In the master-slave multichain integrated edge
computing, a three-layer distributed security architecture is
designed, as shown in Figure 2, including the device layer,

slave network and master network, and three layers of
bottom-up service. The device layer provides trusted comput-
ing services for the upper layer. After successfully completing
the identity registration process, the edge devices in this layer
gain access to the slave network and become the “miners” of
the slave network, referred to as edge nodes (En). En prepro-
cesses data and stores it in the SC node. The SC provides a
secure data storage environment and intradomain access con-
trol for devices in the current domain. Communication nodes
in the SC and MC work together to maintain reliable commu-
nication and provide services for cross-domain access control.
The backbone network supports access across different SC
domains. The three-tier architecture covers the core functions
of blockchain and edge computing, providing distributed
security services from different layers of storage, network,
and computing. Slave chains and edge nodes in the architec-
ture can be developed on demand, which is an infinitely
expanding alliance.

(1) The lower layer is the device layer, which has two
functional modules: awareness module and device
management module. In the device management
module, a cryptographic-based secure access process
is designed. Devices can become legitimate En only
after being verified by the process

(2) The middle layer is the slave link network, which con-
tains two functional modules: data processing and
intradomain access control. In the data processing
module, En preprocesses the data collected at the
equipment layer, packages the data into blocks after
unified format, and stores them in SC books. The intra-
domain access control module is the core functional
module of the middle layer, which realizes the intrado-
main access management of the Internet of Things

(3) The upper layer is the main chain network. As a
trusted sharing platform between domains, this layer
is the controller for data cross-domain management.
The cache module and interzone access control
module are configured on this layer. The interzone
access control module jointly manages the cross-
domain access behavior with the SC, and the cache
module caches the cross-domain data and related
information

2.3. Interzone Access Control Model Based on RBAC

2.3.1. ID-RBAC Model. In the access control scheme of the
Internet of Things, common access control models include
attribute set and permission set. The set protection measures
of these methods are not secure enough and the design cost is
high [20]. Under edge computing and block multichain archi-
tecture, the access ofmultiple devices andmultiple nodes inten-
sifies the complex relationship between access and permission,
making authorization management tedious. At the same time,
frequent application, authorization, and access operations
increase the cost of authority management. Role-based access
control model can decouple the relationship between users
and permissions, support hierarchical permission hierarchy
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and permission inheritance, and greatly simplify the manage-
ment of permissions. However, because user permissions are
divided according to roles, it is difficult to achieve fine-
grained access control, which usually requires creating more
specific role versions or designing other mechanisms [21].
Smart contracts have high accuracy and intelligence and can
be automatically executed without human involvement. Smart
contracts are used to assign access user roles consistent with
their identity information, so that the change of the relation-
ship between the recipient role and the user is more frequent
than the change of the authority corresponding to the role
[22], which can reduce the complexity of authorization and
reduce the management cost of the organization. Based on
RBACmodel, this paper uses smart contracts to logically divide
users, roles, and permissions and proposes an interdomain
access control model, ID-RBAC.

Under the ID-RBAC model, a dynamic authorization
mechanism is designed to enable the adjustment of user per-
missions based on their different states. Authorization rules
are defined to determine the permissions assigned to users.
For instance, if role A possesses permission I and satisfies
the authorization policy within the intradomain access pro-
cess, permission I is granted. However, in the interdomain
access process, if the permission fails to meet the cross-
domain authorization policy, permission I is restricted. This
means that the same role should have the same permissions
for the same access content. However, in ID-RBAC, permis-
sions may vary during intradomain and interdomain access
due to the fine-grained contract mechanism. The ID-RBAC
model is flexible for complex authorization states in different
domains. When a role needs to be added to the system, the
role can be written to the contract mechanism for dynamic
permission authorization. ID-RBAC has better scalability
and flexibility than traditional RBAC.

2.3.2. Contract Design of ID-RBAC. The process of role allo-
cation and access control is realized by intelligent contract.
Five contracts are designed based on ID-RBAC, which,
respectively, realize data storage management, private data
access control, user role management, data cross-domain
access control and cross-domain data cache, and forwarding.

(1) Datamanagement contract (DMC) {address, resource,
attribute}: the DMC is responsible for managing data
on the blockchain and performs domain and classifi-
cation management of the data through the DMC.
An address signifies the IoT domain where a data
resource is located, and an attribute represents the
data type of the resource

(2) Private data contract (PDC) {DMC attribute, Policy,
time}: the PDC utilizes the data attribute from the
DMC to construct a privacy data set (PDS). The
PDS is stored in a private database (private-DB),
which is exclusively accessible to a specific member
of the system

(3) Role management contract (RMC) {user attributes,
user address, PDC-Policy result, user}, {Role 1, Role
2,..., role N}, {Authority 1, authority 2,..., authority N}:

the RMC handles the management of roles in the sys-
tem. When a new user joins the network, the RMC
matches the user’s identity based on their attributes
and the domain they belong to. A user can hold multi-
ple roles concurrently

According to the different Internet of Things domains,
users can be divided into codomain and exotic users, and
each domain maintains a domain from the chain, so each
domain has a corresponding ledger. Therefore, the division
of permissions between domains is mainly for the ledger
maintained by the domain. Table 1 lists the permissions of
domains. It is intended to clearly indicate the permissions
of different users.

To enable fine-grained access control, the data is classi-
fied, and different access thresholds are established. Based
on the role management contract (RMC), users within the
domain are categorized into four levels: level I, level II, level
III, and level IV. The corresponding rights for each level are
outlined in Table 2. It is designed to show the relationship
between these permissions for corresponding users.

(4) Cross-domain contract (CrossD) {access attribute,
RMC result}: according to the request operation pars-
ing access attribute and combined with RMC to obtain
the corresponding permissions after cross-domain
invocation

(5) Cache contract (cacheC) {CrossD result, attribute}:
executes CacheC through CrossD result and clas-
sifies cache according to data attribute

2.4. Security Analysis. According to the characteristics of
blockchain, its security is analyzed from the following
aspects.

(1) Witch attack

Each new user must register with the SC and pass the SC
identity authentication before joining the affiliate system.
Therefore, this scheme can effectively prevent witch attacks.

(2) Long-range attack

The scheme requires each node to check the latest
block regularly, which can make sure that at least one
check is included in the period of return of credits, so
the node will not choose the longest chain created by
the attacker. Therefore, this scheme can effectively contain
long-range attacks.

Table 1: Division of domain rights.

Role Permissions

IoTl member
The SC1 ledger corresponding to IoT1 can be

entered

IoT2 member
The SC2 ledger corresponding to IoT2 can be

entered

IoT3 member SC3 ledger corresponding to IoT3 can be entered
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(3) Internal attacks

In the initialization phase, the user uses the digital signa-
ture sign sent by the SC and his/her own public key to create
an account that is unique. In addition, distributed storage
can also prevent malicious users in the system from imper-
sonating other legitimate users to launch internal attacks.

(4) Modify the attack

The header of each block contains the hash value of the
previous block and the timestamp of the current block,
which ensures that the data has been modified or removed.
Therefore, modification attacks are not effective against the
scheme.

3. Methodology

3.1. Edge Initialization. In order to ensure the security of
edge nodes providing computing services, the secure access
process as shown in Figure 3 is designed, including initial
value setting, registration, and identity authentication pro-
cess. The initialization of the initial value is performed by
En, and the public and private key pairs are generated
through ECC as the public parameters required by the sys-
tem. The identity information Enc is obtained by combining
the MAC (media access control) address value of the device,
and it is packaged and stored on the blockchain to register
itself with the blockchain network. When device A sends
an access request to device B, as shown in Figure 3, device
B authenticates A’s identity through the blockchain network.

The specific process of edge node authentication is as
follows:

(1) Initial value setting

An En joining a blockchain network uses ECC to cal-
culate public and private keys. When Q satisfies a prime
greater than 3 on a finite field Fp, the integer modulo p
has an equation

y2 = x3 + ax + b mod pð Þ, ð1Þ

where a, b ∈ p, Epða, bÞ, taking any number K to get the
private key SK. TakeQas the base point on the elliptic
curve, generate the public key, and broadcast the public
key to the whole network. The expression is shown in

PK =Q∗SK: ð2Þ

(2) Registration

Enter the MAC address and SK value of En into Formula
(3) to calculate the hash. EncðSK, HashÞ is obtained by
encrypting it through SK, and Enc is stored locally and on
blockchain to complete registration.

Hash = SHA256 MAC + SKð Þ: ð3Þ

(3) Identity authentication

Before becoming a miner, En must undergo a consensus
recognition process, which involves the verification of its
identity by all network nodes. When node A initiates an
action, such as accessing node B, node B checks whether
A’s identity information exists on the blockchain. The fol-
lowing scenarios may occur:

If A’s identity information is found on the blockchain,
the encrypted message EncðSK, HashÞ is decrypted using
A’s public key (PK). By obtaining DecðSK, HashÞ, node B
can compare it with EncðSK, HashÞ. If the comparison
results match, it verifies that the node is legitimate and
authenticated. Any discrepancy suggests that the node has
been compromised or forged by malicious nodes.

If A’s identity information is not found on the block-
chain, the node is considered invalid, and the connection is
terminated. This authentication process prevents nodes
from being forged or impersonated, ensuring that data is
not delivered to malicious nodes.

Through this process, En establishes an initial trust rela-
tionship with the data ledger, which enhances the overall
security and integrity of the system.

3.2. Domain Initialization. The MSP that issues and verifies
certificates generates public and private keys for the IoT
domains and entities that join the master-slave network and
publishes the domains and users to the master-slave network.

(1) Publishing domains ðHashiðpkMSPiÞ, Signi, HashiÞ,
where HashiðpkMSPiÞ is the hash value of pkMSPi
and Signi and Hashi, respectively, represent the
digital signature and hash operations carried out by
domain X

Table 2: Relationship between role levels and permissions.

User Role Permissions

User A IV level Access to the ledger’s public-DB data

User B III level Public-DB data and private-DB1 data in the ledger can be accessed

User C II level Access to public-DB data and private-DB2 data in the ledger

User D I level Public-DB, private-DB1, and private-DB2 data can be added, deleted, or modified in the audit book
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(2) Publish users ðHashiðpkPGxÞ, HashiðpkMSPiÞ, State Þ,
where pkPGx, represents the public key of user Pix
in domain I and State indicates whether user identity
information is available

(3) Verify ðpkPGx, SigniðskPGx, TÞ, T , HashiðpkMSPiÞÞ,
where T is a random number for hash computation

(4) Store the verification results in the master-slave
chain ledger

(5) After the blockchain network is authenticated, it
starts to respond to the requests of the publishing
domain ðHashiðpkMSPi

, Signi, Hashi, StaBCÞ and the

publishing user ðHashiðpkPGxÞ, HashiðpkMSPiÞ, StateÞ.
StaBC means tomaintain the blockchain network infor-
mation of the newly published domain

3.3. Access Authorization

3.3.1. Private Data Access Management. PDC and RMC pro-
vide hierarchical protection for private data. PDC defined
privacy data sets (privacy dataset) for the privacy data of
each domain, and RMC accessed and managed the access
policy PolicyT defined in PDS.

Definition 1. The following is the privacy data access policy:
PolicyT (privacy data attribute Type, Domain where the

data resides, and access permission P). It is specifically
expressed as

PolicyT =

Type 1, IoT 1, Level − IVð Þ

Type 2, IoT 2,
Level − IV,

Level − III

( ) !
⋯

Typex, IoTx; ;
Level − IV,

Level − I,⋯

( ) 

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;
:

ð4Þ

The private data access management process is shown in
Figure 4. Let Org1 have data for three attributes {public-DB1
(attribute 1, attribute 2), private-DB1 (attribute 3)}. Attribute
3 is divided into private data sets and stored in private data-
bases. Organization members on the same chain can share
data in public-DB1, while data in private-DB1 isOrg1 private.
Private data policy Policy1 is expressed as

Policy1 = Type 3, IoT 1, LevelIV –Org1f g: ð5Þ

3.3.2. Intrazone Access. In-domain access refers to the access
behavior of different IoT systems within the same marginal
IoT domain. As shown in Figure 5, user A and user B are

Edge
equipment En (1) ECC generates a

public and private
key pair

En (SK,PK)
(2) SHA256 Hash = SHA

256 (MAC+SK)
(3) Encryption

Enc (SK,Hash)

(5) Local storage ID

(4) Package the
encrypted message
Enc up the chain

Package block

(6) Upload
Master-slave

network

To access the blockchain
network, initialization and
registration are required (8) Query the identity

information of A,
decrypt December (SK, Hash)

(7) Edge device A initiates an access request to device B

(9) If the identity information is the same, the authentication is successful
Edge

equipment A

Edge
equipment B

Encrypted
message

En
information

Enc (SK,Hash)

Time stamp

Figure 3: The edge node authentication process of the proposed model.
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assumed to be in the domain managed by SC1, and user A
publishes access behaviors to user B in SC1.

(1) IoT1-A sends a request with the status of identity
registration to the MSP. After the authentication is
successful, the MSP returns the identity certificate
CertG to the MSP. Time indicates the validity time
of CertG.

A⟶MSP : pkPG, Status, SigskIoT1
skPG,

HashG pkPGð Þ

 !( )
,

MSP⟶ A : CertG sigMSPpk States : True, Timeð Þ
n o

ð6Þ

(2) A package its CertG, its own information and access
content Ac into access request Ar. After the Ar pack-
aging is successful, it will be written into the account
book, and the block height will be increased by 1.
PackagedAr indicates the current Ar packaging sta-
tus. The status can be success or failure

The Ar is sent to SC1 for parsing verification, where Dn
represents the data set accessed by A. SC1 is A slave network
that maintains the domain where A resides. As a trusted

authentication platform for access within the domain,
records in the access process are stored on SC1 for historical
tracing. In addition, fine-grained access control policies in
the domain are implemented by smart contracts on SC1.

A⟶ SC1 : pkPG, Sigskp Ar
CertG, Owner,

Ac where, Dnð Þ

 ! !
,N1

( )
:

ð7Þ

(3) SC1 parses the Ar received, confirms that the current
behavior is intradomain access, and then performs
identity authentication through MSP

If the CertG authentication is valid, record the authenti-
cation result and modify the status information of A in the
SC1 ledger. If the authentication fails, A rejection message
is sent to user A, indicating that user A is an invalid user
or does not belong to the local domain, and the access is
terminated.

(4) After authentication, SC1 invokes RMC and auto-
matically matches roles for A according toDn, then
generates access token according to role permissions,
and sends it to IoT1-B accessed by A. Deadline is the
validity period of access token. If the access cannot
be completed within the token deadline, the user

Public-DB2
{attribute 1…,

hash[attribute… ]}

SC1

(2) Invoking RMC knows that role A belongs to level IV
and meets the access policy and can access Public-DB data

(3) Org2 User A requests
access to Org1{attribute 3}

(4) Level IV users do not
have access to Private-DB1
data and are denied access

Public-DB1{attribute 1,
attribute 2,

hash[attribute 3]}

Private-DB1{attribute 3}

ORG1-CounchDB

(1) Org2 User A requests access to Org1{attribute 1}

Private-
DB2{attribute… }

(5) Access Policy not met
Return Hash{attribute 3}

(6) Org2 User B requests access to Org1{attribute 3}

(7) Role A of user B is a level III user that meets the
access policy and can access Public-DB1 data ORG1-CounchDB

Figure 4: The proposed model of private data access management flow.
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needs to reauthenticate to generate a new token for
security reasons

(5) IoT1-B saves the token after resolution and opens
the access channel

3.3.3. Interzone Access. Interdomain access refers to the
access behavior occurring in different edge IoT domains.
Figure 6 shows the access operation between IoT1-C and
IoT2-D, in which SC2 responds to the access and MC plays
a scheduling role.

(1) IoT1-C sends a request with the status of identity
registration to MSP. After passing the authentica-
tion, MSP returns the identity certificate CertC to
MSP. Time indicates the validity time of CertC.

A⟶MSP : pkPC, Status, SigskIoT1
skPC,

Hashc pkPCð Þ

 !( )
,

MSP⟶ A : CertC sigMSPpk States : Ture, Timeð Þ
n o

ð8Þ

(2) IoT-C sends cross-domain authentication request to
MC after getting CertC and submits the content of
access request.

C⟶MC : pkPCx, SigskPC Ar
CertC, Owner2,

Ac where, Dnð Þ

 ! !
,N1

( )

ð9Þ

(3) The main chain MC will parse the Ar received and
mark this access state as cross-domain. The access
user is then authenticated.

MC⟵ SigskWC
Ar

Cert, Owner,

Ac
from,

where, Dn

 !
, CrossAr

0
BB@

1
CCA

0
BB@

1
CCA,N2

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

ð10Þ

After the CertC is authenticated, CrossT is sent to SC2.
CertC is invalid and authentication fails. Therefore, the user

Internet of things
system A

Internet of things
system B

(5) ii Authentication is Legal, record the
authentication result: Ar{CertA, Owner,

Ac{where,Dt}, Legal}

(7) i parses the Token and saves it

(6) i generate access Token based on RMC
contract Token = Ar {CertA, Owner,
Ac{where,Dt}, Legal, RoleGrade[i]}

(5) ii If the authentication fails, Ar{CertA,
Owner, Ac{where,Dt}, Refuse} is

returned, and the access is terminated

Token legality Token legality

(8) A accesses B

(7) ii Open the access channel

(4) SC1 invokes the contract query and MSP verifies that its CertA is valid

MSP

SCI
(1) Request registration from the

MSP

(2) MSP validation passes back to
CertA

(3) Send access request Ar{CertA,
Owner, Ac{where,Dt}} to SC1

Figure 5: Different IoT system access processes under the same edge IoT domain.
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has no access right. The user returns a denial message, and
the cross-domain access process ends.

(4) SC2 analyzes CrossT and invokes RMC to query the
role of C to determine whether the current role of C
meets the Policy

If the Policy is met, a confirmation message is sent to the
MC. If the Policy is not met, an error message is displayed.

(5) MC parses the authorization information returned
by SC2

To confirm authorization, CrossD and CacheC contracts
are called to obtain and cache data. Open C’s access channel
to D, and send access tokens to IoT-C. If authorization is
rejected in the parsing result, the MC sends an error message
to C, indicating that the data set is not open to the user.

If the data belongs to the PDS set, the user who has passed
the identity authentication but does not meet the access policy
of the PDS set in the domain to be accessed is not authorized
to be “activated,” and such users have no right to access the
user. Therefore, C cannot access the content to be accessed.
If you continue to access the domain, you can reselect the col-
lection to be accessed and return. Modify the access content
information in Ac, select other access sets, and repackage Ar
to initiate a new round of access process.

Ac⟶Ac′ : Ac where, Dn′
� �

,N5′
n o

: ð11Þ

(6) C starts to visit D after receiving the token

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

In this paper, three aspects of the algorithm’s operating effi-
ciency, system overhead, and transaction throughput TPS
(transaction per second) of blockchain are tested. By com-
parison, you can specifically observe the performance. In
the experimental process, the third-generation B+ Raspberry
Pi (RPi) was used as the hardware carrier to simulate nodes.
The Remix-IDE was employed as the development tool for
Ethereum smart contracts, and programs were written using
Solidity language.

4.1. Algorithm Efficiency. The experiment uses the number of
iterations and the ratio of the number of iterations of the
improved algorithm to the number of iterations of the tradi-
tional algorithm to measure the efficiency of the algorithm.
Since the operation efficiency is affected by the binary
sequence length of the exponential x of the algorithm, the
operation efficiency of the algorithm can be understood by
changing its sequence length and observing the changes of

Edge Server 1-iot
Devices C

MSP

Edge Server 2- iot
Devices D

MC SC2

(5) Record access status

(4) The MC parses the Ar and performs identity authentication

(6) i pass the authentication,
send CrossT to SC2

(6) ii Authentication failure, return rejection

(11) C gets the token and starts to access D

(10) i Confirm the authorization
to send the Token to D

(10) ii Authorization is
denied and Error is sent (9) Parse SC2 parses the return result

(8) ii sends Lose if the Policy is not met

(8) If i meets the Policy, an Ack is sent

(7) SC2 parses CrossT and invokes the RMC
contract to determine whether the access

Policy is satisfied

(1) Request registration from
the MSP

(2) MSP validation passes back to CertA

(3) Issue A cross-domain access request
Ar{CertC, Owner, Ac{from,where,Dt}}

Figure 6: Interzone access control flow.
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the number of iterations and its ratio. The comparison
experiment of algorithm efficiency is shown in Figure 7.

When the binary sequence length of exponential x is
more than 100 bits, the curve of iteration times of the tradi-
tional algorithm grows rapidly, while the curve of iteration
times of the improved algorithm grows slowly. The maxi-
mum ratio of iteration times of the improved algorithm
and the traditional algorithm is less than 0.50, and the effi-
ciency of the improved algorithm is 3 times higher than that
of the traditional algorithm. In addition, with the increase of
the sequence length, the ratio curve of iteration times pre-
sents a downward trend, and the gap between the two itera-
tion times curves becomes larger and larger, indicating that
the larger the sequence length, the better the effect of the
improved algorithm and the higher the operation efficiency
than the traditional algorithm.

4.2. System Overhead. The system uses credits instead of vir-
tual tokens for circulation and will consume gas during the
operation of smart contracts. According to the real-time data
of Huobi, 1 gas is assumed to be 0.0078 p. The experiment
measured the cost of the system by running the smart con-
tract for one period and observing its consumption points.
By comparison, the medical record safe storage and access
scheme in literature [23], smart grid data safe storage and
sharing scheme in literature [24], and battery health data
sharing scheme in literature [25] were selected. The compar-
ison experiment of system overhead is shown in Figure 8.

In literature [23], the integral consumption of the
scheme is above 420 p, with the highest integral consump-
tion. This is because the scheme adopts the form of
intelligent contract throughout the implementation process,
leading to excessive system overhead. Compared with the
scheme in literature [24, 25], the integral consumption of
the scheme in literature [23] is more than 1/2 less. This is
because both schemes only use smart contracts in the data
sharing stage, so the integral consumption is greatly reduced.
However, the integral consumption of the scheme in this
paper is less than 165 p, which is significantly reduced com-
pared with the scheme in literature [23]. Compared with the
scheme in literature [24, 25] (over 170 p), there are also some
improvements. This is because the scheme in this paper
stores encrypted data packets in DD down the chain, while
only data storage index is stored on the chain. The system
overhead is lower than that of traditional solutions that store
data directly on the chain. Therefore, the cost of this scheme
is the least compared with other schemes.

4.3. Transaction Throughput. The transaction throughput of
blockchain refers to the number of transactions completed
per unit time. This experiment sets the block size to a fixed
value of 1MB, tests the number of transactions at different
times by setting different block generation times, and then
takes its average value and draws a curve. The security stor-
age and access scheme of medical records in literature [23],
the security storage and sharing scheme of smart grid data
in literature [24], and the battery health data sharing scheme
in literature [25] are also selected for comparison. Figure 9
shows the comparison of TPS experimental results.

The TPS of all schemes decreased with the increase of
the block out time, because the increase of the block out time
means that the number of transactions processed by the
blockchain decreased during the same time. In literature
[23], the scheme has the worst performance, with a maxi-
mum of just over 50 tx/s. This is due to the excessive use
of smart contracts, which leads to excessive system overhead
and reduced TPS. The maximum of the scheme in literature
[24] is close to 200 tx/s, the maximum of the scheme in liter-
ature [25] is just over 250 tx/s, and the maximum of this
scheme is close to 300 tx/s. This is because all the schemes
in literature [24, 25] adopt the traditional PoW consensus
mechanism, while the scheme in this paper has improved
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to some extent on the basis of PoS consensus mechanism.
Therefore, the TPS of this scheme is higher than that of
other schemes.

5. Conclusion

Blockchain technology has gained popularity for its decen-
tralized nature, data transparency, and traceability, leading
to its widespread application in various industries. However,
most blockchain applications have predominantly focused
on the financial sector. This bias stems from blockchain’s
origins in virtual currency and its well-suited consensus
mechanism for financial use cases. While blockchain holds
promise as a security technology, it faces challenges in
addressing the security concerns of edge computing. Issues
such as low computing efficiency, high energy consumption
for consensus, and scalability bottlenecks hinder its ability to
fully meet the security demands of edge computing environ-
ments. To address these limitations, this paper proposes a
master-slave multichain structure that integrates edge com-
puting. This structure forms the basis of a distributed secure
trusted authentication model called the interdomain role-
based access control (ID-RBAC) model. The ID-RBAC
model aims to overcome data isolation challenges by estab-
lishing secure connections between domains. It also employs
a fine-grained access control method to prevent unautho-
rized data access and excessive authorization. Experimental
results indicate that the proposed scheme effectively miti-
gates various attacks, significantly improves algorithm effi-
ciency, maintains a system overhead of less than 160 p, and
achieves a maximum transaction throughput of nearly
310 tx/s. By combining blockchain technology, edge com-
puting, and the ID-RBAC model, this research offers a novel
approach to address security concerns and enhance data
accessibility in distributed systems.
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